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7 [1] Statistical studies suggest a link between anomalies in
8 seasonally averaged lower atmospheric dynamical fields
9 and Atlantic hurricane activity. Here we show that lower
10 atmospheric seasonal wind anomalies result primarily from
11 the presence of the hurricanes themselves. This is done by
12 assuming a hypothetical vortex structure whose radial
13 structure is constrained by observations derived from
14 aircraft probing of tropical cyclones and whose vorticity
15 magnitude is scaled to time varying, best track intensities.
16 Seasonal vorticity anomalies associated with Atlantic
17 hurricane activity are accumulated by summing these
18 idealized vorticities along observed tropical cyclone
19 tracks. Winds associated with these seasonal vorticity
20 anomalies explain the bulk of observed hurricane activity-
21 related fluctuations in the seasonally averaged lower
22 tropospheric wind. Hence, seasonal wind anomalies
23 appear to have little causal information relevant to
24 understanding why hurricane activity in the Atlantic has
25 fluctuated in the past, and may be of limited value in
26 projecting future hurricane activity. Citation: Swanson, K. L.

27 (2008), False causality between Atlantic hurricane activity

28 fluctuations and seasonal lower atmospheric wind anomalies,

29 Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, LXXXXX, doi:10.1029/2008GL034469.

31 1. Introduction

32 [2] There is tremendous interest and importance in
33 understanding the mechanisms underlying fluctuations in
34 tropical cyclone (TC) activity, such as the rise in Atlantic
35 hurricane activity since 1995 [Bell et al., 2006]. The
36 principal reason for this is the need to make informed
37 projections of future hurricane activity, and in particular,
38 to understand the extent to which global warming might
39 impact such activity [Goldenberg et al., 2001; Emanuel,
40 2005; Webster et al., 2005; Trenberth, 2005; Saunders and
41 Lea, 2008]. To do this properly, it is necessary to understand
42 the dynamical response of TC activity to changes in the
43 atmospheric circulation [Vecchi and Soden, 2007a], as well
44 as the thermodynamic response to both local and non-local
45 sea surface temperature anomalies [Emanuel, 2005; Vecchi
46 and Soden, 2007b; Swanson, 2008]. While simulations of
47 Atlantic TC activity are beginning to capture certain aspects
48 of this response, as of now they cannot adequately address
49 this issue [McDonald et al., 2005; Knutson et al., 2007].
50 Hence, the focus is on understanding how seasonal anoma-
51 lies in reanalyzed atmospheric fields are connected to (and
52 perhaps control) Atlantic TC activity.

53[3] TCs are localized cyclonic vorticity anomalies several
54orders of magnitude larger than ambient relative vorticity
55levels in the tropics [Mallen et al., 2005]. Recently, Sobel
56and Camargo [2005] showed that in the Northwest Pacific,
57ECMWF reanalysis vorticity anomalies regressed against
58fluctuations in TC activity are significant in magnitude, and
59last on the order of several weeks. This suggests the
60possibility that although localized in both space and time,
61the accumulated impact of TC vorticity anomalies could be
62substantial in the seasonally averaged vorticity fields. While
63TCs are only crudely resolved in the various reanalyses
64[Maue and Hart, 2007], their remote impacts upon the wind
65field still remain, particularly in those regions strongly
66constrained by observations, i.e., areas with sounding cov-
67erage. Therefore, it may be that one particular effect of TCs,
68namely remote wind anomalies, is contained within the
69reanalyses, even though the cause of those wind anomalies
70may be incorrectly attributed. This represents a contamina-
71tion of the seasonally averaged wind fields by the TCs
72themselves.
73[4] Here we explore the extent of this contamination, and
74specifically question the causality of the link between
75seasonally averaged lower atmospheric wind anomalies
76and Atlantic hurricane activity. We do this in the context
77of a forward problem, making reasonable, observationally
78based assumptions about the vortex structure associated
79with Atlantic TCs, and accumulating seasonal anomalies
80in the vorticity field based upon that structure and the
81observed best Atlantic TC track data. We show that for
82reasonable assumptions about that vortex structure, a sig-
83nificant fraction of the Atlantic hurricane-activity associated
84seasonally averaged lower tropospheric wind anomaly may
85be argued to be the result of the presence of the TCs
86themselves.

872. Idealized Vortex Structure

88[5] All TCs differ in their structure, due to variations in
89intensity, size, degree of axisymmetry, etc. Unfortunately,
90aside from intensity this information is not readily available
91on a best track basis [Emanuel, 2005]. To overcome this
92obstacle in assessing the impact of TC activity on seasonally
93averaged vorticity fields, assumptions must necessarily be
94made regarding the structure of the vortices associated with
95the TCs. Aircraft measurements show that Atlantic TC
96vortex structure is reasonably well approximated as a
97modified Rankine vortex of the form [Mallen et al., 2005]
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99 where z is the axisymmetric vertical component of the
100 vorticity. Figure 1 summarizes the details of the radial
101 profile of such a vortex. Here, Vmw is the maximum of the
102 tangential (swirling) wind V , which occurs at the radius of
103 maximum winds rmw. This wind may be associated with the
104 hurricane maximum intensity at any given time found in the
105 best track data. The other factors, namely the radius of
106 maximum winds rmw, the decay parameter a which
107 describes how quickly the tangential wind decays as a
108 function of r for radii larger than rmw, and the radius of
109 maximum extent for the TC vorticity perturbation rmax are
110 necessarily empirical. These values are prescribed from
111 observational studies as follows: First, the radius of
112 maximum winds is chosen to be rmw = 50 km. This value
113 is slightly larger than that observed from aircraft measure-
114 ments for intense storms (rmw ’ 40 km [Zehr, 2004]), but
115 consistent with Mallen et al. [2005] it is expected that
116 intense storms skew a bit small as far as their radial extent is
117 concerned. The parameter 0 � a � 1 describes how quickly
118 the winds decay from Vmw as one moves radially outward
119 from rmw. We set a = 0.37, consistent with the value shown
120 by Mallen et al. [2005], Table 2] as the average across all

121TCs. This leaves rmax, the radius of maximum extent for the
122TC, as somewhat free parameter. We expect rmax to be
123bounded from below by 3 rmw (150 km), consistent with
124Mallen et al. [2005], but as shown by Gray [1979] and Zehr
125[2004], it can be argued that rmaxmay extend to at least 10 rmw
126for intense storms, using the radial extent of tropical storm
127winds as a proxy for rmax. We will leave rmax as a tuning
128parameter for the discussion to follow.

1293. Accumulated TC Vorticity Anomalies

130[6] To go from the idealized vortex profiles outlined
131above to seasonally averaged vorticity anomalies that are
132useful in assessing TC-associated contamination in the
133seasonally averaged lower tropospheric winds, it is neces-
134sary to transform the TC vorticity anomalies onto a grid on
135the sphere. For each 6-hour best-track TC observation, an
136equal magnitude vorticity anomaly is assigned to all grid-
137points within a radius rmax of the TC center as defined at
1386-hour intervals in the best track analysis (Figure 2), con-
139strained so the spatially integrated vorticity anomaly on the
140sphere is identical to the spatial integral of (1). Since we are
141interested primarily in lower tropospheric wind anomalies
142remote from the region containing the bulk of the TC
143activity, the precise form of this ‘smearing’ of TC-associated
144vorticity onto the grid points is unimportant. This vorticity
145anomaly is scaled so that the associated globally integrated
146vorticity anomaly is equal to that of an axisymmetric vortex
147with vorticity profile given by (1), where the radial distance
148in (1) is assumed to be calculated at 20�N. The anomalies
149for all named TCs at any given time for each year’s active
150hurricane season (August–October) are accumulated, and
151appropriately averaged with respect to time, yielding a
152seasonally averaged vorticity anomaly. This seasonal vor-
153ticity anomaly is then inverted to find the associated non-
154divergent wind field. To do this, we use a spectral transformFigure 1. (a) Tangential (swirling) wind component

associated with the idealized modified Rankine vortex
structure assumed here. (b) Vorticity associated with the
idealized modified Rankine vortex.

Figure 2. Schematic of the ‘smearing’ of a TC vorticity
anomaly onto the spherical harmonic transform grid. All
grid points within the circle of radius rmax (here taken to be
500 km) are assigned the same value of vorticity, such that
the spatial integral of the vorticity perturbation over the
sphere is equal to that of the idealized modified Rankine
vortex of equation (1).
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155 based upon spherical harmonics. The particular version used
156 here is derived from the spectral dynamical core described
157 by Held and Suarez [1994], and is triangularly truncated
158 retaining 127 wavenumbers (T127), which represents a grid
159 of roughly 1� by 1� resolution in the subtropical Atlantic
160 region of interest. Note that reanalysis vorticity fields are
161 not directly used in this analysis; only the hypothetical
162 vorticity profile (1) with the appropriate adjustable param-
163 eters figures in the construction of the seasonally averaged
164 vorticity anomalies.
165 [7] Under this approach, the most important quantity is
166 the spatially integrated vorticity associated with a given TC.
167 One of the more surprising results of Mallen et al. [2005] is
168 the importance of the contribution of vorticity outside the
169 inner vortex core to the spatially integrated vorticity anom-
170 aly associated with a given TC. The parameter a describes
171 this importance; the smaller a, the slower the decay of the
172 tangential wind with radial distance from the radius of
173 maximum winds, and the more important the contribution
174 of vorticity outside the vortex core to the TC’s spatio-

175temporally integrated vorticity. Specification of the param-
176eter rmax is necessary, as for a < 1, the spatially integrated
177vorticity anomaly associated with a given TC is unbounded
178as rmax ! 1. Hence, we examine wind anomalies associ-
179ated with a variety of values of rmax.
180[8] Figure 3a shows the climatological nondivergent
181850hPa winds generated by the tropical cyclone vorticity
182anomalies smeared onto the T127 grid for rmax = 8 rmw �
183400 km. The winds are obviously cyclonic, have a typical
184magnitude on the order of 1 ms�1, and are centered just off
185the east coast of Florida consistent with the climatological
186concentration of TC storm tracks in that area. This wind
187varies significantly from year-to-year based upon fluctua-
188tions on TC activity. The metric that we use to measure this
189variability is motivated by Saunders and Lea [2008], and
190consists of the zonal wind averaged over the box [90�–
19120�W, 7.5�–17.5�N] shown in Figure 3a. Figure 3b shows
192the observed zonal wind at 850 hPa averaged over that box
193for the months August–October 1958–2001 derived from
194the ECMWF/ERA-40 reanalysis, along with the accumu-
195lated cyclone energy (ACE), a measure of integrated Atlantic
196hurricane activity for the same period (see, e.g., Sobel and
197Camargo, 2005). Consistent with Saunders and Lea [2008],
198the zonal wind in this box is strongly correlated with the
199Atlantic basin-averaged ACE (r = 0.73). Saunders and Lea
200[2008] suggest that such anomalies in the zonal wind, which
201they hypothesize arise from fluctuations in the tropical
202atmosphere’s Walker circulation, might control Atlantic
203hurricane development through association with lower tro-
204pospheric vorticity and/or shear. Figure 3b also shows how
205this particular area-averaged zonal wind index is modified
206by removing the component of wind associated with the
207seasonally averaged TC vorticity anomaly calculated by
208accumulating over the best track cyclone centers, as described
209above. For the lower bound of TC extent rmax = 3rmw ’
210150 km, the correlation between this zonal wind index and
211the ACE drops to r = 0.5, i.e., more than half of the variance
212in Atlantic TC ACE ‘explained’ by this zonal wind index
213can be attributed to the presence of the TCs themselves.
214Increasing rmax to 8 rmw ’ 400 km, well within reasonable
215bounds according to observed analysis [Gray, 1979; Zehr,
2162004], reduces the correlation to r = 0.1. This result
217suggests that for reasonable assumptions about TC vortex
218structure, the bulk of the hurricane-activity signal in this
219particular zonal wind index results from the contamination
220of the seasonally averaged wind fields by the TCs them-
221selves. Similar reductions in the fraction of variance
222explained are found for other, more general subtropical
223lower tropospheric wind field indices, such as basin-wind
224empirical orthogonal functions/principal components, when
225the direct TC-associated winds calculated in the manner
226above are removed from the actual observed fields.
227[9] An alternative verification of the contamination of
228seasonal wind fields by TCs may be obtained by correlating
229the ACE index against the ASO ERA-40 850 hPa zonal
230winds averaged over the box of Figure 3a, but only
231including those 6-hour intervals when there are no TCs
232within the Atlantic basin. The year 1995 must be excluded
233in such an analysis, as only 10 6-hour intervals are without
234tropical cyclones for that particular year. The resulting
235averaged wind (Figure 3b) is correlated with the ACE index

Figure 3. (a) 850 hPa non-divergent winds associated with
Atlantic tropical cyclones assuming the ‘smearing’ of the
idealized cyclone vorticity structure onto the model grid for
rmax = 8 rmw. (b) Seasonal fluctuations in the lower
tropospheric zonal wind [850 hPa; 7.5�–17.5�N, 90�–20�W]
(shown in Figure 3a) with and without the TC contamina-
tion removed, where rmax = 8 rmw for the case where the
hurricane contamination is removed, along with the
seasonally averaged Atlantic ACE index for reference. Also
shown is the observed zonal wind averaged over the box
including only those 6-hour intervals with no tropical
cyclones in the Atlantic basin for a given year.
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236 with r = 0.34, consistent with a value of rmax ’ 6 rmw, i.e.,
237 similar to the values of rmax considered above.

238 4. Discussion and Conclusions

239 [10] There are few problems in the area of near-term
240 climate change impacts more pressing than quantifying
241 which climatological factors underlie observed interannual
242 fluctuations in hurricane activity, such as the increase in
243 Atlantic hurricane activity since 1995. Such quantification
244 is vital if accurate projections are to be made about how
245 Atlantic hurricane activity may respond to future climate
246 change. However, the results here suggest straightforward
247 causal links between seasonally averaged observed atmo-
248 spheric anomalies and hurricane activity in the Atlantic are
249 strongly contaminated by the presence of TCs themselves.
250 This contamination presumably also impacts seasonally
251 averaged vertical shear, which has been cited as an impor-
252 tant factor in determining hurricane activity [Goldenberg et
253 al., 2001]. However, a similar analysis of TC contamination
254 of shear goes beyond this study, as additional assumptions
255 must be made about the vertical structure of TCs. Regard-
256 less, it appears as if a fundamental gap still remains in
257 understanding the atmosphere’s dynamical role in determin-
258 ing how Atlantic hurricane activity might fluctuate due to
259 climate change. Filling this gap is vital if hurricane-related
260 risks associated with climate change, perhaps the most
261 important short- to medium-term factor in economic terms,
262 are to be fully quantified.
263 [11] To this end, it appears as if further efforts must be
264 made to find the optimal means by which the reanalysis
265 fields may be ‘cleaned’ of the influence of TCs. Ultimately,
266 this is a problem in signal/noise discrimination, where the
267 ‘noise’ in this case is the TCs themselves. Advanced data
268 assimilation techniques, along the lines of techniques used
269 to remove TCs prior to generating forecasts [Kurihara et al.,
270 1993; Zou and Qingnog, 2000] must be applied consistently
271 to seasonally averaged fields if the response of TCs to past
272 climate change is to be fully understood.
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